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HOLY BIBLE: NEW LIVING TRANSLATION, RED/BLACK, TUTONE,
GIFT AND AWARD
gift giving is the number one reason for puchasing a bible. tyndale's "gift bible"
offers customers fashionable tutone designs at an attractive price. features include
the words of christ in red, a dictionary/concordance, introduction to the bible,
presentation page, and plan of salvation. the "gift bible" features the clear and
accurate new living translation.

Readable/Downloadable

SPIDER-MAN/BLACK CAT: THE EVIL THAT MEN DO (SPIDER-MAN
MARVEL COMICS)
the mysterious disappearance of an old friend brings felicia hardy, the black cat,
to new york in search of answers, and a certain web-slinging ex-lover of hers is
following the same trail. how long will it be before they do some catching up?

Readable/Downloadable

ROBICHEAUX: THE EARLY YEARS: &QUOT;THE NEON
RAIN&QUOT;, &QUOT;HEAVEN'S PRISONERS&QUOT;,
&QUOT;BLACK CHERRY BLUES&QUOT; (DAVE ROBICHEAUX #1-3)
the neon rain: when johnny massina, a convicted murderer bound for the electric
chair, warns dave robicheaux he's on somebody's hit list, the cajun detective is
rocketed into a situation with chilling consequences. neon rain is the first highly
acclaimed novel in the dave robicheaux series. heaven's prisoners: dave
robicheaux is trying to put a life of violence and crime b the neon rain: when
johnny massina, a convicted murderer bound for the electric chair, warns dave
robicheaux he's on somebody's hit list, the cajun detective is rocketed into a
situation with chilling consequences. neon rain is the first highly acclaimed novel
in the dave robicheaux series. heaven's prisoners: dave robicheaux is trying to put
Readable/Downloadable
a life of violence and crime behind him, leaving homicide to run a boat-rental
business in louisiana's bayou country. but one day a small two-engine plane
suddenly crashes into the sea and robicheaux dives down to the wreckage to find
four bodies and one survivor: a little girl miraculously trapped in a pocket of air.
when the authorities insist only three bodies were recovered from the plane,
robicheaux decides to investigate the mystery of the missing man. but it is a
decision that will exact a chilling retribution of terror, torture and sudden death.
black cherry blues: personal tragedy has left dave robicheaux close to the edge.
battling against his old addiction to alcohol and haunted nightly by vivid dreams
and visitations, dave finds his only tranquillity at home with his young ward
alafair. but even this fragile peace is shattered by the arrival of dixie lee pugh who
brings with him a brutal trail of murder and violence. ...more

BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 10TH EDITION, DELUXE HARDCOVER
for more than a century black's has been the gold standard for the language of law. today it is the
most widely cited law book in the world. edited by bryan a. garner, the world's leading legal
lexicographer, the 9th edition is the most authoritative, comprehensive law dictionary ever
published. it contains more than 45,000 terms and includes: 2,000 more terms than the 8th for more
than a century black's has been the gold standard for the language of law. today it is the most widely
cited law book in the world. edited by bryan a. garner, the world's leading legal lexicographer, the
9th edition is the most authoritative, comprehensive law dictionary ever published. it contains more
Readable/Downloadable
than 45,000 terms and includes: 2,000 more terms than the 8th edition and 19,000 more than the 7th
edition including click fraud, code adam, collaborative law, ecoterrorism, environmental tort,
friendly subpoena, happy-slapping, honor crime, secret detention, schumer box, and super
precedent. includes the date when selected terms were first used in english-language contexts,
especially in judicial opinions. heightened accuracy: more than 200 lawyers around the country
reviewed terms. definitions of more than 1,000 law-related abbreviations and acronyms. almost
3,000 quotations drawn from sources over five centurie. alternate spellings or equivalent
expressions for more than 5,300 terms. west key numbers. ...more
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THE APOLOGETICS STUDY BIBLE, BLACK/STONE
LEATHERTOUCH
the apologetics study bible helps today’s christians better understand, defend, and
proclaim their beliefs in this age of increasing moral and spiritual relativism. more
than one-hundred key questions and articles placed throughout the volume about
faith and science prompt a rewarding study experience at every reading. highlights
of this thinking person’s edition of god’ the apologetics study bible helps today’s
christians better understand, defend, and proclaim their beliefs in this age of
increasing moral and spiritual relativism. more than one-hundred key questions
and articles placed throughout the volume about faith and science prompt a
rewarding study experience at every reading. highlights of this thinking person’s
Readable/Downloadable
edition of god’s word include the full text of the popular hcsb translation, an
introduction to each bible book focusing on its inherent elements of apologetics,
and profiles of historic christian apologists from justin martyr to c.s. lewis. also
featured are valuable contributions from a who’s-who of modern apologists such
as chuck colson, norm geisler, hank hanegraaff, josh mcdowell, albert mohler, ravi
zacharias, and 90+ more contributors. plus a special lead article from best-selling
author lee strobel (the case for christ) on how “how apologetics changed my life.”
other features include full-color maps (5), charts (11), and a timeline of christian
apologists and their works, 132 articles, two-color page layout, two-column text
setting, presentation page, and two-piece die-cut gift box (excluding hardcover).
...more

THE MOONSHAE TRILOGY: DARKWELL/BLACK
WIZARDS/DARKWALKER ON MOONSHAE (FORGOTTEN REALMS
FANTASY ADVENTURES/BOXED SET)

Readable/Downloadable

GYMNASTICS (BLACK'S PICTURE SPORTS)
describes the basic principles and techniques of gymnastics.

Readable/Downloadable

FIREFLY BEACH (HUBBARD'S POINT/BLACK HALL SERIES #1)
under the summer sky, anything is possible.... author of the acclaimed novels
cloud nine and follow the stars home, luanne rice returns with another moving
portrait of a family in crisis—as three sisters come face-to-face with the past and
find in each other the courage to go on. coolly sophisticated and steadfastly single,
caroline renwick has always been the sister everyon under the summer sky,
anything is possible author of the acclaimed novels cloud nine and follow the stars
home, luanne rice returns with another moving portrait of a family in crisis—as
three sisters come face-to-face with the past and find in each other the courage to
go on. coolly sophisticated and steadfastly single, caroline renwick has always
been the sister everyone could count on. as she and clea and skye gathered at
Readable/Downloadable
firefly hill, their childhood home, caroline thought that they had all put the past
behind them. but as summer gets under way, a mysterious man arrives—a man
who has the power to bring it all back joe connor was only six when his father
died at firefly hill. though he and caroline had never met, the five-year-old girl
reached out to him. they became pen pals and friends, until a teenaged joe finally
learned the truth about what had happened to his father that night. now, after years
of silence, joe is suddenly here . and caroline still feels a connection. but she can't
help but wonder if this handsome man holds the key to her family's healing—or
its destruction. and in his presence, how long will she be able to guard her heart?
.more

HAWKEYE &AMP; MOCKINGBIRD/BLACK WIDOW:
WIDOWMAKER
black widow, hawkeye, mockingbird, ronin = all-out espionage excitement!
across the globe and separated, natasha, clint and bobbi are targeted by the deadly Readable/Downloadable
ronin…whose true face has been revealed! what is this mystery man or woman’s
endgame? what startling new place will it take our heroes? and which hero will be
completely rocked by the shocking end?
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FIREFLY BEACH (HUBBARD'S POINT/BLACK HALL #1)
under the summer sky, anything is possible.... author of the acclaimed novels
cloud nine and follow the stars home, luanne rice returns with another moving
portrait of a family in crisis—as three sisters come face-to-face with the past and
find in each other the courage to go on. coolly sophisticated and steadfastly single,
caroline renwick has always been the sister everyon under the summer sky,
anything is possible author of the acclaimed novels cloud nine and follow the stars
home, luanne rice returns with another moving portrait of a family in crisis—as
three sisters come face-to-face with the past and find in each other the courage to
go on. coolly sophisticated and steadfastly single, caroline renwick has always
been the sister everyone could count on. as she and clea and skye gathered at
Readable/Downloadable
firefly hill, their childhood home, caroline thought that they had all put the past
behind them. but as summer gets under way, a mysterious man arrives—a man
who has the power to bring it all back joe connor was only six when his father
died at firefly hill. though he and caroline had never met, the five-year-old girl
reached out to him. they became pen pals and friends, until a teenaged joe finally
learned the truth about what had happened to his father that night. now, after years
of silence, joe is suddenly here . and caroline still feels a connection. but she can't
help but wonder if this handsome man holds the key to her family's healing—or
its destruction. and in his presence, how long will she be able to guard her heart?
from the paperback edition. .more

SAFE HARBOR (HUBBARD'S POINT/BLACK HALL #2)
new york times best-selling author luanne rice brings listeners a new story that
embraces two generations of sisters and the indelible bonds between them. this
Readable/Downloadable
exceptional novel is a moving, deeply realized tribute to family and home -- set on
the dazzling new england coast that has become this fabulous author's trademark.

TRUE BLUE (HUBBARD'S POINT/BLACK HALL #3)
rumer larkin had loved zeb mayhew for as long as she could remember. but when
zeb married rumer's sister elizabeth, the couple followed their dreams to
hollywood, leaving a devastated rumer behind. now, zeb has returned. he's
brought his troubled son colin with him. sixteen-year-old quinn grayson, whom
listeners met in safe harbor, befriends colin and the two teens help ze rumer larkin
had loved zeb mayhew for as long as she could remember. but when zeb married
Readable/Downloadable
rumer's sister elizabeth, the couple followed their dreams to hollywood, leaving a
devastated rumer behind. now, zeb has returned. he's brought his troubled son
colin with him. sixteen-year-old quinn grayson, whom listeners met in safe
harbor, befriends colin and the two teens help zeb and rumer open up to each
other and overcome past hurts. this mesmerizing, heartfelt story showcases luanne
rice's considerable talent as she explores sadness, loss, and the power of love to
heal. ...more

ADVENT 2014: EBOOK COLLECTION (BLACK LIBRARY ADVENT 2014
EBOOK COLLECTION)
this anthology contains all 22 new ebooks released for the black library advent
calendar 2014. included in this collection are stories from across the battle-scarred
warzones of the 41st millennium, as well as tales from the turbulent times of the horus
heresy. fiction comes from almost every author currently writing for black library
including dan abnett, christ wraight, g this anthology contains all 22 new ebooks
released for the black library advent calendar 2014. included in this collection are
stories from across the battle-scarred warzones of the 41st millennium, as well as tales
from the turbulent times of the horus heresy. fiction comes from almost every author
currently writing for black library including dan abnett, christ wraight, guy haley,
Readable/Downloadable
james swallow, graham mcneill and many more. in this collection the final compliance
of sixty-three fourteen by guy haley cold roads by joe parrino wraithflight by guy haley
yarrick: concordat by david annandale enyalius, in memoriam by josh reynolds eternal
by dan abnett honour and wrath by david annandale blood of sanguinius by mark
clapham reflection in blood by james swallow the blooding by ray harrison the chalice
by chris wraight a son's burden by andy smillie vorax by matthew farrer ursakar creed:
last step backwards by justin d hill the word of the silent king by lj goulding none more
loyal by mike lee ahriman: gates of ruin by john french vengeful honour by nick kyme
the value of fear by gav thorpe the dread sentinels of dorn by rob sanders brotherhood
of the moon by chris wraight forgotten by dan abnett ...more
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CHARACTERS CREATED BY ROBERT KIRKMAN, INCLUDING:
INVINCIBLE (COMICS), TECH JACKET, GUARDIANS OF THE
GLOBE, OMNI-MAN, ATOM EVE, TEEN TEAM, REX SPLODE, BLACK
SAMSON (COMICS), IMMORTAL (IMAGE COMICS), MONSTER GIRL,
MAGICIAN (COMICS), ALLEN THE ALIEN
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated
from wikipedia articles and images under creative common please note that the
Readable/Downloadable
content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or
other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm,
allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and
informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles
and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books
continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain
content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and exciting
lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration
focused on characters created by robert kirkman. ...more

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: BLACK DOSSIER
(THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN #2 5)
england in the mid 1950s is not the same as it was. the powers that be have
instituted...some changes. the league of extraordinary gentlemen have been
disbanded and disavowed, and the country is under the control of an iron-fisted
regime. now, after many years, the still youthful mina murray and a rejuvenated
allan quatermain return and are in search of some answers. answe england in the
mid 1950s is not the same as it was. the powers that be have instituted.some
changes. the league of extraordinary gentlemen have been disbanded and
disavowed, and the country is under the control of an iron-fisted regime. now,
after many years, the still youthful mina murray and a rejuvenated allan
Readable/Downloadable
quatermain return and are in search of some answers. answers that can only be
found in a book buried deep in the vaults of their old headquarters, a book that
holds the key to the hidden history of the league throughout the ages: the black
dossier. as allan and mina delve into the details of their precursors, some dating
back centuries, they must elude their dangerous pursuers who are hell-bent on
retrieving the lost manuscript. and ending the league once and for all. the league
of extraordinary gentlemen: black dossier is an elaborately designed, cutting edge
volume that will include a tijuana bible insert and a 3-d section complete with
custom glasses, as well as additional text pieces, maps, and a stunning, cutaway
double page spread of captain nemo's nautilus submarine by acclaimed loeg artist
kevin o neill. .more

D GRAY-MAN, VOL 15: BLACK STAR, RED STAR (D GRAY-MAN #15)
cursed teenage boy saves mankind one soul at a time. r to l (japanese style).
"black star, red star" a noah called lulu bell leads an army of akuma against the
exorcists in order to retrieve the egg, a device that will enable the millenium earl
to activate his new ark. with most of the surviving exorcists incapacitated, it's up
to allen and bookman to try to stop the akuma cursed teenage boy saves mankind
one soul at a time. r to l (japanese style). "black star, red star" a noah called lulu
bell leads an army of akuma against the exorcists in order to retrieve the egg, a
Readable/Downloadable
device that will enable the millenium earl to activate his new ark. with most of the
surviving exorcists incapacitated, it's up to allen and bookman to try to stop the
akuma from making off with the egg. but when the akuma try to make off with
allen as well, all hell really breaks loose! set in a fictional 19th century england,
d.gray-man is the story of allen walker, a 15-year-old boy who roams the earth in
search of innocence. washed away to unknown parts of the world after the great
flood, innocence is the mysterious substance used to create weapons that
obliterate demons known as akuma. ...more
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SHIRLEY LINK &AMP; THE BLACK CAT (SHIRLEY LINK #4)
in her fourth adventure, shirley link takes a walk on the dark side of her
hometown. when a young man, known for making trouble, is targeted as suspect
#1 in a string of robberies, shirley works hard to find the truth. but even if she
proves his innocence, can she save him from himself? join shirley on her most
daring adventure yet!
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MOUSE GUARD: THE BLACK AXE (MOUSE GUARD 0 5)
this prequel, set in 1115, fulfills the promise the wise oldfur celanawe made to tell
lieam of the day his paw first touched the black axe. the arrival of distant kin takes
Readable/Downloadable
celanawe on an adventure that will carry him across the sea to uncharted waters
and lands all while unraveling the legend of farrer, the blacksmith who forged the
mythic axe.

SHUGO CHARA!, VOL 7: BLACK CAT (SHUGO CHARA! #7)
black cat all the time they’ve been battling the easter corporation, amu and her
friends have never known which side mysterious bad boy ikuto has been on. now
ikuto is in trouble and has only one place to hide: amu’s house! will amu finally
learn ikuto’s secret?
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ALBUM DE DAVID BOWIE: STATION TO STATION, DIAMOND DOGS,
LOW, 1 OUTSIDE, ALADDIN SANE, BLACK TIE WHITE NOISE, THE
RISE AND FALL OF ZIGGY STARDUST AND THE SPIDERS FROM
MARS, THE SINGLES COLLECTION, BEST OF BOWIE, DAVID LIVE
ce contenu est une compilation d'articles de l'encyclopedie libre wikipedia. pages:
25. non illustre. chapitres: station to station, diamond dogs, low, 1. outside, aladdin
sane, black tie white noise, the rise and fall of ziggy stardust and the spiders from
mars, the singles collection, best of bowie, david live, the man who sold the world,
toy, scary monsters, pin ups, "h ce contenu est une compilation d'articles de
l'encyclopedie libre wikipedia. pages: 25. non illustre. chapitres: station to station,
diamond dogs, low, 1. outside, aladdin sane, black tie white noise, the rise and fall
of ziggy stardust and the spiders from mars, the singles collection, best of bowie,
david live, the man who sold the world, toy, scary monsters, pin ups, "heroes,"
hunky dory, a reality tour, tonight, heathen, young americans, ziggy stardust the
motion picture, space oddity, changestwobowie, stage, let's dance, 'hours...', never
let me down, lodger, earthling, tin machine ii, vh1 storytellers, changesonebowie,
tin machine live: oy vey, baby, david bowie, the buddha of suburbia, iselect,
christiane f., rare, santa monica '72. extrait: station to station est le dixieme album
studio du chanteur britannique david bowie, sorti debut 1976 chez rca records.
generalement considere comme l'un des albums les plus importants du chanteur
anglais, station to station est egalement porte par le dernier - personnage - incarne
par bowie, le thin white duke. a l'epoque, bowie consomme d'importantes quantites
de drogue, notamment de cocaine, au point qu'il n'a presque aucun souvenir de
l'enregistrement de l'album. musicalement, station to station est un album de
transition: bowie y developpe la musique soul et funk de son precedent album,
young americans, tout en experimentant avec les synthetiseurs et les rythmes
motorik, sous l'influence de groupes allemands comme kraftwerk ou neu!. cette
volonte experimentale culmine dans les trois albums suivants de bowie, low,
"heroes" et lodger, la - trilogie berlinoise - enregistree avec brian eno entre 1977 et
1979. les paroles de station to station refletent l'interet de bowie pour nietzsche,
aleister crowley et la religion en general. avec son melange de funk et de krautrock,
de romantisme et d'occultisme, station to station a ete decrit comme etant . des sa
sortie, il se classe. .more
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